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Evidence for depinning of a Wigner crystal in Hg-Cd-Te
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We report measurements of the nonlinear current-voltage characteristics on low-carrier-

concentration n-type samples of Hg076Cd024Te at high magnetic fields and low temperatures. We
find the onset of nonlinear conductivity occurs at applied electric fields of less than 1 mV/cm. The
effect can be easily distinguished from sample heating and is consistent ~ith collective transport
produced by the sliding of a signer crystal pinned by disorder. We estimate a disorder-induced

correlation length of tens of micrometers.

Narrow-band-gap semiconductors such as Hg& „Cd„Te
are good materials in which to study the localizing effects
of magnetic fields. On account of the light conduction-
band effective mass m* and high dielectric constant e„,
the effective Bohr radius 'a=a„( r/nm") aidan be as
large as 1000 A. Consequently n-type samples of
Hgi „Cd„Te show metallic conductivity at millikelvin
temperatures and zero magnetic field for carrier densities
as low as 10' cm . Moderate magnetic fields are a very
large perturbation on such a system. For a material with
Cd concentration x =0.24, such as we study here, the
conduction electrons are confined to the lowest spin-
polarized Landau level for magnetic fields H exceeding 2
kOe; at higher fields, the transverse overlap of electron
wave functions is controlled by the magnetic length
1=(i)itc/eH)'r . At a field of only 10 kOe, one has
(1/a')=0. 3 and the magnetic field sets the dominant
short length scale.

The localization of free-particle wave functions by the
magnetic field would be expected to lead to dramatic
changes in the conductivity. Indeed, measurements at
liquid-helium temperatures' have shown that the mag-
netoresistance and Hall resistance increase abruptly by
several orders of magnitude over a narrow range of field
centered on a critical field H, which, at a few millikelvin,
is a function of temperature. However, there remains
considerable controversy over whether this transition is
best described by disorder-induced localization (which is
frequently referred to as "magnetic freeze-out, " although
this is strictly a concept concerning single-particle binding
by isolated donors) or whether electron-electron interac-
tions dominate and the transition is to a charge-density
wave (CDW) or Wigner crystal. ' A recent alternative
suggestion is that the results may be explained by a com-
bination of bulk localization and extended edge states.

ZNsorder is of course antagonistic to the formation of a
signer crystal phase; in three dimensions one expects that

there will be no true long-range order even if the disorder-
ing potential is weak. Nevertheless, if the effects of disor-
der are small the crystalline order should persist up to
some correlation length I., which may be much longer
than the lattice spacing n ' . %'ith increasing disorder
the correlation length shrinks; once n' L -1 the ground
state is better described as an "electron glass. "

Even when the electrons are ordered, fiuctuations in the
potential will pin the electron lattice. Weak pinning of
the signer lattice would be expected to lead to a small
but finite threshold electric field for nonlinear collective
conduction ("sliding" ) by the lattice. This effect is in
direct analogy with the threshold field for sliding of a
pinned charge-density wave in materials such as NbSe3,
and can be used to estimate the correlation length I . Ac-
cordingly, we have searched for nonlinear I- Vcharacteris-
tics in the insulating state at high magnetic fields and low
temperatures.

Conventional four-probe resistance measurements were
made on n-type samples of Hgo 76Cd024Te with a carrier
density of 1.40X10' cm similar to those used by us in
an earlier study. The samples were oriented with their
length along the magnetic field direction and cooled to
T=10 mK in a dilution refrigerator. The small signal
levels at which nonlinear I- V effects were observed neces-
sitated a lock-in technique at 37 Hz. All measurements
were made in the frequency-independent dc limiting re-
gime.

We plot in the inset to Fig. 1 the I Vcharacteristics o-f

a sample driven deep into the insulating state by magnetic
field H. We find a small but well-defined deviation from
Ohmic behavior at an rms voltage Vd-8. 6X10 V,
w»ch «~~ponds to an el«t~c field

I Ed I
=4 9X10 '

V/cm. The nonlinear onset can be seen more clearly in
the main part of Fig. 1, where we have subtracted out the
Ohmic portion V/Ao such that deviations from zero
represent non-Ohmic character. The nonlinear region is
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FIG. 1. Nonlinear rms current-voltage characteristic at a
field of 64 kOe and a temperature of 10 mK. The inset shows
the raw data; in the main figure the linear conductivity is sub-

tracted.

FIG. 2. Power levels associated with the onset of nonlinear

resistivity at T =100 mK. The open circles are associated with

sample heating; the solid circles correspond to the fields Eq
shown in Figs. 1 and 3.

accompanied by a large increase in the noise, similar to re-
sults on charge-density-wave compounds. The increase
in the noise does not coincide exactly with E~ because
these measurements are performed ac; hence, the non-
linear regime is sampled even while the rms voltage is less
than V~.

Non-Ohmic behavior may arise from simple I R heat-
ing. We rule out heating as the cause for the behavior il-
lustrated in Fig. 1 by investigating, for different values of
H, the power dissipation (I R) associated with the onset
of nonlinear effects at T=100 mK. Above 8 kOe in Fig.
2 the threshold power for non-Ohmic behavior drops over
3 orders of magnitude, marking the crossover from simple
heating to what we believe is the depinning of a Wigner
crystal. The magnetic field at which the crossover occurs
is just 10% above the H, we have previously identified
from Hall-effect data as the critical field for the transition
into a signer crystal ground state. As expected, we also
observe a second region of non-Ohmic behavior for
H &H„which is simply the same IiR heating seen for
H ~H, . The decrease (with H) of the power required to
produce Joule heating results because the temperature
coefficient of resistance increases with magnetic field
(dashed line in Fig. 2). The higher temperature in Fig. 2
(T=100 mK} was chosen because of the superior cooling
power of the refrigerator, although the nonlinear behavior
is less pronounced at 10 times the T of Fig. l.

Figure 3 shows the values of the field Eq at which we
observe the departure from linear conductivity as a func-
tion of magnetic field for two tempertures T= 10 and 100
mK. The arrows indicate the magnetic fields H, (T),
which we determined independently from the linear Hall
resistance as marking the phase boundary between the me-
tallic state and a possible %'igner crystal phase. The solid
lines are a guide to the eye but it is clear that Eq initially
decreases as the magnetic field is increased above the tran-
sition and then rises slowly with further increase in field.

%'ithin the error bars this increase is linear. At a tem-
perature of 200 mK we can still observe a nonlinear con-
ductivity at high magnetic fields but not close to H, ; by
300 mK this effect is unobservable. At a magnetic field
of 64 kOe the nonlinear part of the conductivity decreases
from a value of 6&&10 "(Qcm} ' at T =10 mK to
2)(10 (Qcm) ' at T=100 mK. Over the same region
of temperature the linear conductivity is increasing and
the nonlinear part becomes a progressively smaller frac-
tion of the whole with increasing temperature.

We argue against impact ionization of electrons as an
alternative explanation on several counts. At pumped
helium temperatures and zero magnetic field, impact ioni-
zation has been observed' in similar stoichiometry
Hgi „Cd„Te at threshold electric fields of 15 V/cm.
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FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the threshold field Eq
for two temperatures. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
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Here we measure an E~ almost 5 orders of magnitude
smaller. If the lower temperature and high magnetic field
acted to lower the threshold field because shallow donors
would now be bound, then Ed should rapidly increase
with temperature, in contradiction to Fig. 3. The magnet-
ic field dependence of Ez is also difficult to explain from
this point of view. Moreover, impact ionization is fre-
quently signaled by a region of negative differential resis-
tance, which we do not observe.

The systematic behavior we observe of the variation of
Ez with magnetic field and temperature is consistent with
a simple model for the collective sliding of a Wigner crys-
tal in an electric field. If we assume that only long-
wavelength distortions of the Wigner lattice pin the crys-
tal, we may take over the analysis previously applied to
sliding CD% systems. " The characteristic length scale L
of the lattice distortions is determined by a competition
between the elastic stiffness of the lattice and the local
random potential. Similar to the case of CDW's we write
down a classical model Hamiltonian to describe the in-
teraction of the electron lattice with the underlying poten-
tial 4, valid for L ~&Ro n-

r

H= r 2E Vu +pEu+ 4; r —u r —R;
I

Here u(r) is the local distortion of the electron lattice,
EC-e Ro e„' the shear modulus of the lattice, and 4;
the potential due to impurities at positions R; or other
disorder. If L is large compared to the average impurity
spacing c '~ (c is the impurity concentration}, then we
estimate

where the angular brackets denote a spatial average. The
electric field E couples to the full collective charge densi-

ty p, =en; thus the threshold field for sliding will be ap-
proximately

Ez'=A (E/pc Ro )(L /Ro ) (3)

where A is a numerical prefactor of order unity. If we

identify Er with the field Ez in Fig. 3 we obtain a value
of L/Ro-200 at H =64 kOe and T =10 mk; i.e., a
correlation length of tens of microns. This estimate does
not require any assumptions about the strength of the po-
tential 4; however, if the impurity potential were to dom-
inate we would have L/Ro=l. In this strong pinning
limit, the electrons are correlated strongly with the impur-
ity potential, and hardly at a11 with each other; this situa-
tion is usually called "magnetic freeze-out. "

Magnetic freeze-out would normally be expected for
donor impurities interacting with electrons via the
Coulomb interaction. In this case, one has
(4 )' -e e„'(a*1 ) ', which leads to (L/Ro) & I for
magnetic fields exceeding 10 kOe. Field ionization of
electrons bound to donors would then be expected to
occur at electric fields —IOO V cm ', although impact
ionization should preempt this effect at somewhat lower

electric fields, but certainly much larger than the observed

Ed .The absence of magnetic freeze-out in our samples
may be explained by a large reduction in 4(r) from two
effects. Firstly, it is believed that there is a large repulsive
"central-cell" correction, which leads to donor levels
resonant with the conduction band at least in small mag-
netic fields. ' Secondly, the (attractive) Coulomb tail of
the donor potential will be strongly disrupted by short-
range disorder. A reduction in the value of (42)'~ by
roughly a factor of 20 from the Coulomb result (at H-50
kOe) would be consistent with our estimate of the correla-
tion length I..

The increase in the threshold field at large magnetic
fields is to be expected because the electronic wave func-
tion is shrinking, and therefore the electron will "see"
more of the random potential. Typically, one would
estimate that 4 scales with magnetic length as I
(as, for example, is the case for an electron bound in a
Coulomb well). Equations (1) and (2) then lead to
Er-l ~ -H at high magnetic fields, which is con-
sistent with our data within the error bars and corre-
sponds to L decreasing as H z~. At magnetic fields
close to the onset of the crystalline phase, one expects that
the elastic modulus K is reduced by fluctuations, and
since Ez -K this would account for the rise in Er as
the magnetic field is decreased in the vicinity of H, . One
also expects Eq to increase with temperature in this re-
gion, as we also observe. We note that a rise in Ez close
to the CDW onset temperature is frequently observed in
sliding CDW compounds.

The value of the dc threshold Eq combined with the
slope of the nonlinear region aBows us to estimate a
characteristic relaxation frequency in the kilohertz range
for the linear ac response of a pinned Wigner lattice.
Broad band noise in the same frequency range is to be ex-
pected when the lattice is sliding.

While all the data presented here are consistent with
our interpretation of a magnetic field induced Wigner cry-
stallization, there are some features for which we do not
have a complete explanation. We note that even at the
lowest measuring temperature (10 mK) the nonlinear con-
ductivity is only 10'Fo of the measured linear conductivity.
This ratio of the nonlinear-to-linear conductivity is not to
be taken as a measure of the "condensate" fraction how-
ever, because the relaxation mechanisms for the two pro-
cesses may be quite different. We also find the sharp rise
in Ee as the magnetic field is lowered through H, to be
surprisingly large within the context of a presumed first-
order transition. This indicates very strong "premelting"
phenomena with a reduction in the shear modulus of
about 30% near H, at T =100mK.

In summary, we have used a magnetic field to drive
low-electron density inetallic samples of Hgo 76Cdoz4Te
through the metal-insulator transition and have observed
nonlinear I-V behavior which allows us to characterize
the nature of the insulating ground state. Our data are
consistent with the existence of a Wigner crystal with a
domain size of tens of microns. The sliding of the Wigner
crystal allows us to probe its structure, in analogy with
measurements on CD& compounds, and recent work on
graphite in high magnetic fields. '
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